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FOOD TRUCK COURT

EVENT LAWN

Enjoy the delicious aromas and tastes of
This expansive grassy area provides the
your favorite foods as the food trucks make perfect setting for community events or
their stop at the Food Truck Court.
farmers markets.
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CONCERT PAVILION

An elevated multi-use space that acts as
a party pavillion or as a covered stage for
outdoor performances at the park.
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BMX PUMP PARK

Grab your bike and rip around this
awesome new Pump Park featuring a
course full of exciting whoops, berms and
turns to get your legs and heart pumping.
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BBQ GRILLS & PICNIC AREA

ADVENTURE PLAYGROUND

Pack up a cooler and grill out for the day or There’s plenty for children to run, jump,
host a party at one of the outdoor picnic
swing, slide and climb their way through
and grill areas.
– plus ample benches for parents – at the
Adventure Playground.
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BASKETBALL COURTS
*FUTURE PHASE

Four basketball courts allow you to work
on your shot or join a pick-up game with
friends.
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SPLASH PAD

PARTY PAVILION
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Children big and small will love all of the
wet and wild, splish-splashy fun of this
sail-shaded interactive water play area.

LAGOON POOL

Take a dip, soak up the sun or slide into
your own tropical oasis. This lush pool area
is surrounded by swaying palms and lined
with chaise lounges.
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SNACK SHACK &
SCOOPS ICE CREAM

Take a break and treat yourself to some
snacks and drinks and enjoy the beautiful
patio area with seating overlooking the
pristine Lagoon Pool.
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BOCCE AND LAWN GAMES

Bocce Ball is a fun and simple game that
can be played by people of all ages and skill
levels. Plus, whether you’re playing frisbee or
corn hole, this wide open grassy space is the
perfect place to let the fun and games begin.
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TOWER SLIDE

Children and adults, kiss the dry land
goodbye and launch yourself down a twisty
slide and splash down into the refreshing
Lagoon Pool.
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ADULT POOL *FUTURE PHASE

Secluded and quiet, yet still close to the
excitement of the Lagoon Pool, this beautiful
pool allows adults to swim laps, socialize and
relax in a peaceful environment.

PAW PARK

A park solely dedicated to fun and exercise
activities with your dog. Let them run, jump,
play and socialize with other dogs while you
meet new pet loving neighbors.

